
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
2013 STAGE GAMES 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Games Played During: OPENING CELEBRATION 
 
 
“Planet Bounce” 

Opening Celebration – Game 1 
  

Supplies:  Balloons (16 previously inflated), 2 laundry baskets, :30 timer on screen, upbeat music 
  
Participants: 

         Game Host: On stage announcer and referee 
         Stagehand 
         Players: 4 players 
  
Set Up:  Inflate balloons ahead of time. Line players up along the front of the stage. Have helpers distribute one 
balloon to each player.  
  
The Game:  The goal is for the player to keep their balloon suspended in the air the longest. Whoever does this 
without moving their feet or losing their footing will be the winner. 
  
 
  +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

  
 
“Astro Boogie” 

Opening Celebration – Game 2 
  
Supplies:  Pedometer, headbands (3), :30 timer on screen, upbeat music 
  
Participants: 

         Game Host: On-stage announcer and commentator 
 Stagehand 
         Players: 3 players 
  
Set Up: Stagehand will wrap headbands around the ankle of each player. Attach the pedometer, set to zero, to 
the first players headband. 
  
The Game:  Each player will have :30 to dance and move in such a way that they get the most “steps” counted on 
their pedometer. The player with the most steps counted is the winner. 
 
 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 



“ASTEROIDS!” 

Opening Celebration - Game 3 
 
Supplies: four rolls of colorful streamers 
 
Participants: 

 Game Host: On-stage announcer and commentator 
 Stagehand 
 Players: 4 players 
 
Set Up: Line the players up across the front of the stage, in front of four rolls of colorful crepe paper. Each player 
will grab the end of their roll and wait for the signal to start. 
 
The Game:  The goal is to unravel the roll of crepe paper the fastest, using only one hand. The other hand must 
be placed behind the back. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Games Played During: I CAN’T WAIT 
 
 
“Galaxy Quest” 

I Can’t  Wait – Morning 1 
  
Supplies:  Whiffle ball, bouncy ball, ball pit ball, rubber ball, foam nerf football, laundry basket 
  
Participants: 

         Game Host: On-stage announcer and commentator 
 Stagehand 
         Players: 1 player from each team (pair two teams together for 2 two-person teams) 
  
Set Up: Each team contains a catcher and a thrower. The thrower will take the laundry basket and line up across 
the stage from the thrower. The stagehand will stand next to the thrower to give them each ball as they go. 
  
Game:  Each team will throw each kind of ball and try to get them into the basket. The team with the most balls in 
the basket is the winner. 
 
 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 
 
“Shake It Up”  

I Can’t  Wait – Morning 2 
  
Supplies:  2 Beanies, 2 pair of dishwashing gloves, upbeat music, :30 timer on screen 
  
Participants: 

         Game Host: On-stage announcer and commentator 
         Players: 3 players 
  
Set Up: Line up players across the stage. Place beanie and dishwashing gloves on first player. 
  
Game:  Each player will have :30 to move so as to get the dishwashing gloves off their hands and the beanie off 
their head. The more items you dance off, the higher you score. Each item is worth one point. Whoever gets the most 
points, wins! 
 
 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

  
 



 
“Exploding White Dwarf” 

I Can’t  Wait – Morning 3 
  
Supplies:  Glow ball, 10 foot piece of yarn 
  
Participants: 

         Game Host: On-stage announcer and commentator 
 Stagehand 
         Players: 1 player from each team (create teams of two by mixing teams) 
  
Set Up: Line the two players up on opposite ends of the stage. Thread the yarn through the white glow ball and 
have each team member hold one end of the yarn. 
  
Game:  The goal is to slide the white glow ball from one end of the yarn to the other. Players may not touch the ball, 
only the string to do so. The team with the fastest time wins. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Games Played During: PARTIES 
 
 
“Country or Not!” 

Party 1 - Stage Game 
  

Supplies:  On-screen slides 
  
Participants: 

         Game Host: On stage announcer and referee 
         Players: 1 kid from each team 
  
Set Up:  Line players up onstage. 
  
Game:  Names of places and things will appear on the screen. Players must guess if this is the name of a 
country…or not. Host will go down the line one at a time. If they guess incorrectly, they are out. 
  
STARTERS: 
Canada 
Atlanta 
Mexico 
Minnesota 
  
TOUGH COUNTRIES: 
Tuvalu 
Yemen 
Tonga 
Swaziland 
Qatar 
Palau 
Micronesia 
Malta 
Maldives 
Liechtenstein 
Lesotho 
Kiribati 
Georgia 
Fiji 
Guinea 
Djibouti 
Chad 
Cape Verde 
The Bahamas 



 
NOT COUNTRIES: 
Antarctica 
Wallis and Futuna 
Sandwich Islands 
Spratley Islands 
Puerto Rico 
Bermuda 
American Samoa 
Curacao 
Agrabah 
Narnia 
Anvilania 
Baklava 
Lilliput 
Calorman 
Solar Plexus 
Florin 
Gondor 
Lucado 
Femur 
Alpaca 
Narwhal 
Oberon 
 
 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 
 
“Spread the Word!” 

Party 1 - Audience Game 
  

Supplies:  None. 
  
Participants: 

         Game Host: onstage directions 
         Starter: 1 kid from each team 
         Helper: 4 adults 
  
Set-Up:  Game Host is onstage introducing and leading the action. Starters begin onstage. Helpers are below 
them on the floor, in front of each section. 
  



The Game:  The goal is to get your entire section jumping first. The starters onstage will touch the game host 
and begin to jump, touching the helpers, who then also begin to jump. They move to their section and touch the one 
person, who starts jumping and touches the next person. On and on until the entire color team is jumping. You may 
only touch one person and only start jumping when you’ve been tagged. 
 
 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 
 
“Don’t Drop the Durian” 

Party 1 - Stage Game 
  

Supplies:  Durian ball, upbeat music 
  
Participants: 

Game Host: to referee and introduce the game 
Players: 1 player from each team color 
  
Set-up:  Spread the players out across the stage as far apart as they can be. Hand one player the durian to begin 
the game. 
  
The Game:  Players will toss the durian to one another. If you drop the durian, you are out! As players are 
removed continue to spread the players apart so the durian must be tossed (underhand) to the next player. The last 
player to make it without dropping the durian is the winner. 
  
 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 
 
“Unique New York” 

Party 1 - Audience Game 
  

Supplies:  Slides with list of traits 
  
Set-Up:  None 
  
Participants: 

         Game Host 
         Audience members 
  
Game:  To begin the game, everyone is seated. As the host calls out a special physical or character trait, the 
members of the audience will stand up. Just a fun palate cleanser game. 



Stand if: 
-       you have brown hair 
-       you have red hair 
-       you have blue eyes 
-       you have blonde hair and green eyes 
-       you are taller than six feet 
-       you have a parent that is shorter than you 
-       you like Country music 
-       you really don’t like Country music 
-       you have not used deodorant since you’ve been here 
-       you have more than five siblings 
-       you speak another language 
-       you have been to another country 
-       you have been to another continent 
-       you have been to outer space 
 
 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 
 
“Filipino Fish Dive” 

Party 1 - Stage Game 
  

Supplies:  1 canvas laundry bag, 2 laundry baskets, Colored plastic “ball pit” spheres, enough to fill the bag, 15 
whiffle balls, upbeat music 
  
Participants: 

         Game Host: 
         Stagehand 
         Players: 1 player from each team (make two teams by combining two teams) 
  
Set-Up:  Fill the canvas bag with ball pit balls, as well as the 15 whiffle balls. Place the stagehand in the center of 
the stage holding the canvas bag open. Equidistance from the center, one member of each team will stand, holding a 
laundry basket. The other team member will stand at the canvas bag centerstage. 
  
The Game:  Canvas bags are filled with colorful fish (ball pit balls). Players will move as many fish from the “sea” 
into your “net” (laundry basket) as you can in 60 seconds. After 60 seconds the stagehand will count the fish adding 
up your points. The whiffle ball is an anemone and is minus one fish if it gets in the net. Players can grab one ball at a 
time and must not look into the bag. Teammates cannot pick up the fish. Fisherman can pick up the fish if they fall on 
the ground, and anyone else’s fish as well. The team with the most points at the end of one minute is the winner. 
  
 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 



“Crossing the Amazon”  

Party 1 - Audience Game 
  

Supplies:  4 kid-sized inflatable rafts, boxes of various sizes and colors, upbeat music, 2:00 timer on screen 
  
Participants: 

         Game Host: onstage guidance. 
         All audience members 
         8 Assistants (2 members for each team, one in the back, and one onstage.) 

8 Contestants (one player from each team that “helps” the Assistant, one in the back and one onstage.) 
  
Set-Up:  Send your assistant and his/her helper to the back of the room. They have the rafts and boxes. Line your 
stage assistant and helper up across the stage. 
  
The Game:  Each team can transport one box at a time over their heads across the audience. The raft starts at the 
back of the room, and the team members will carry it over their heads to the stage, where the Assistant and Helper 
will take the item out and place them in a pile onstage. They will then send the raft back (in the same way they 
received it) to get the next item. The team that accomplishes first this will be declared the winner. If an item falls, it 
must go back to the beginning. 
  
 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
  
 
“The Sari Wrap”  

Party 2 – Girls Only 
  
Supplies:  1 length of colorful cloth approx. 4 yards long and 1 yard wide, a belt 
  
Participants: 

         Game Host: onstage announcer and referee 
         Players: 1 girl from each team. 
  
Set-Up:  Place the folded sari on the ground in front of each participant. Tie the belt around the first players waist. 
  
The Game:  Players will pick up their sari and shake it loose. Then, tuck one corner into their belt, then wrap it 
around their back once and twice, so that their middle is covered. Then, take the sari across their front and throw it 
over their shoulder. Finally, they will raise their arms over their heads to indicate that they are finished. The player with 
the fastest time will be declared the winner. 
 
 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
  



“Do You Have a Flag?” 

Party 2 – Audience Game 
  

Supplies:  slides of American, British, Canadian, and French flags 
  
Participants: 

         Game Host 
         Other energetic stage folk to help guide and bring excitement 
         Audience divided up into their respective team colors 
  
Set-Up:  Talk through each flag on screen. 
  
The Game:  When different flags appear on the screen, teams must perform certain actions. Each team will get a 
chance to play, with the flags changing more and more quickly as they progress. The team that goes the longest 
without messing up will be the winner. See Host Dialogue below for specific actions: 
“When I show the French flag, we will all say “Oui oui!” and twirl our fine French mustache. When I show the British flag, 
we will all bow and say “The Queen!” Ladies you may curtsey. When I show the Canadian flag, we say “Eh?” and shake 
someone’s hand. Canada is known for being a very friendly country. When I show the American flag, we say, “Ya’ll!” 
and tip our cowboy hats. Let’s practice.” 
  
Run through each slide, then go by teams until the flags come so fast they mess up. 
  
 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 
 
“Smooooooth” 

Party 2 – Boys Only 
  

Supplies: 1 kiddie pool, various smooth stones, packing peanuts to fill the container 
  
Participants: 

         Game Host 
         Players: 1 boy from each team (make two teams by combining two teams) 
  
Set-Up: Place the stones in the bottom of the container and fill with packing peanuts. Set entire thing center 
stage. Divide boys in half with one team on each side of the stage as far from the center as possible. If possible mark a 
position on the stage as the starting point the teams must stay behind. 
  
Game: The pool contains ten smooth stones waiting to be picked up by the players. Each player will work to get 
one. Players will run to the pool, put one hand in and search for the stone. When he gets one stone he runs back to the 



line and drops it in his pile. The player that picks out the most stones and carries them all across the line in :60 seconds 
is the winner. 
 
 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  
  
 
“Say again, Shelia?” 

Party 2 - Audience Game 
  
Supplies:  “Say Again Sheila?” slides on screen 
 
Participants: 

         Game Host 
         Audience members 
  
Set-Up:  Talk through the differences between Austrailan English and American English. 
  
Game:  Host will show slides on the screen of different words. Audience members will try to guess the answers. 
  
WORDS/PHRASES: 

Barbie = grill or BBQ 
Hint: You cook your steaks on this. 
  
Pathy = sidewalk 
Hint: Where you walk outside. 
  
Arvo = afternoon 
Hint: Not morning, not evening, but… 
  
Dob in = to tell on someone 
Hint: When you’re a tattletale, you… 
  
Grizzle = to complain 
Hint: To whine 
  
Biscuit = cookie 
Hint: A certain blue monster loves these. 
  
Lorry = truck 
Hint: A type of automobile used to haul things. 
  
Chips = French fries  



Hint: What goes with your cheeseburger? 
  
Nappy = diaper 
Hint: Babies use these. 
  
Water closet = bathroom 
Hint: The place where you take a shower. 
  
Nana = banana 
Hint: Monkeys eat these. 
  
See you in the soup! = See you around 
Hint: When you tell someone good-bye… 
  
Telly = TV 
Hint: Where to watch your favorite shows… 
  
Tuck in = let’s eat 
Hint: What you say when you sit down at the table. 
  
Zed = the letter Z 
Hint: The last letter of the alphabet 
 
 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 
 
“Luta a Galo” 

Party 2 - Stage Game 
  
Supplies:  2 bandanas 
  
Set-Up:  Each participant begins with a bandana held loosely in his or her right hand. 
Boys on one side against each other, girls the other side of the stage. 
  
Participants: 

         Game Host 
         Stagehand 
         Players: 1 from each team (play in heats) 
  
Set Up:  Each Player begins with a bandana in his/her right hand.  
 



The Game: The goal is to grab the other Player’s bandana. The trick is you must keep your right arm crossed in 
front of you with your right hand sitting on your left shoulder, with the bandana draped behind your back. You must 
also keep your left foot off the ground at all times. “Luta a Galo” means the Fight of the Rooster. Each player is the 
rooster balancing on one leg. The Player to catch the bandana without dropping a leg or arm wins the round. 
 
 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 
 
“Secret Super Pass” 

Party 2 - Audience Game 
  
Supplies:  15-20 medium bouncy spheres, upbeat music 
  
Set-Up:  Set out spheres so each team section has several. The number can be adjusted for each venue. 
  
Participants: 

         Game Host 
         Assistants: 1 per seating section. 
  
The Game:  Teams must work to get these glow-in-the-dark spheres from the back of the room to the front. They 
must travel under the chairs and cannot be lifted up over a chair at any time until they reach the Assistants at the front. 
Teams will play in the dark, so if the host sees a sphere glowing above the chairs, it’ll get removed from play. 

 
  
 
 


